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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY, FEBRUARY I, 1910
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WILL BE GOOD

MANY TEACHERS' CERTIFICATES THEY

INFORMED

PRESIDENT

Important Opinion by Attorney' No Pledge as Yet on the Ship
General as to Costs in Tax
Subsidy and Federal Incorporation Plans.

Suits.
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa to
day appointed the following notaries
Julian' Trujillo, Chimayo;
public:
Rio Arriba county; George H. Simp-kinLas Vegas, San Miguel county.

Washington,

fields of Alaska,

s,

Incorporation.

Incorporation papers were filed today in the office of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa by the Mountain-ai- r
Mining Company with headquart-

Feb.

- 1.

The

coal

just now so much

under
discussion throughout the
country, are the subject of a bill introduced in the House by Delegate
Wickershain. of Alaska, providing that
fifteen thousand acres of the hest
coal bearing lanffs in Alaska be set
aside by the United States in perpetuity as 'a national coal reserve.
Keep Cool, Says Curry.
Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 1. Notwithstanding indignation is intense
against the Beveridge statehood bill,
Governor Curry desires that no public
remonstrance be made, from New Mexico, until his return to Santa Fe.
The governor leaves Washington for
Santa Fe tomorrow.
New Senator From North Dakota.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 1. Hon.
Fountain L. Thompson, recently appointed senator from North Dakota,
has resigned on account of ill health
and W. E. Purcell of . Waheton has
been appointed his successor. Mr.
Purcell was sworn in this morning.
Insurgents Will Be Good.
Washington, Feb. 1. The Republi
can "Insurgents" in the House will

ers at Mountainair, Torrance county.
The capitalization is one million dollars, divided into a million 6hares. The
incorporators and directors are: P. "W.
Hoshor, 599,999 shares; Sherman
300,000 shares; Emanuel Sharp,
1 share, all of Mountainaire.
Car-mon-

of Corporation.

The Sam Schiff Company of Socorro, today filed a certificate of dissolution with Territorial Secretary Nathan
Jaffa, the incorporators being Sam
Schiff, 450 shares; Julius Schwarz, 25
shares, and Ike Holzman, 25 shares.
Teachers' Certificates Issued.
Superintendent of Public Instruction J. E. Clark has thus far issued
150 teachers' country grade certificates as the result of the general examinations held in each county on
January 14 and 15 and expects to is
tne administration program
sue 75 more certificates. Some delay support
on the subjects of railroad legislaof
tardiness
the
has been caused by
tion, conservation, postal savings
several county school superintendents banks and
The unanto make their resorts.
imous decision to do so was reached
District Court.
at a meeting last night and RepreThe drawing of jurors for the U. S. sentatives Gardner of Massachusetts
grand and petit juries for the March and Hayes of California, were authorterm of district court in this district, ized so to inform the President.
will be held at 5 30 p. m., on February
It is a consqicuous fact that the
12, by Judge John R. McFie, in the ship subsidy and federal incorporapresence of three disinterested citi- tion recommendation of the President
zens.
are not included in the list and it was
Fees in Tax Cases.
stated by one insurgent that cshrdlu
Attorney .General Frank W. Clancy stated by one of the insurgents, that
handed down the following opinion: there had been no attempt to reach
Honorable John E. Griffith, district an agreement on these
subjects.
attorney, Socorro, N. M.
There is also a practically unanimous
Dear Sir Your letter of the 28th understanding that the insurgents
inst, was received here on the 29th will not caucus on the rules question.
and forwarded to me at Santa Fe,
First Candidate for Senate.
where I received it yesterday. I
Feb. l.Arizona has
Washington,
think that the statutory provision as. produced the first active candidate for
to which the clerk of your court de- the United States Senate, in the
sires an opinion, is not so clear as event of the admission of the two reto admit of no dispute or doubt a maining territories by this Congress,
to its meaning, but, after careful con- in the person of Lee Crandell, a forsideration and reflection, I have mer newspaper man who lives at
reached the following opinion:
Globe, Ariz. Mr. Crandell, who was a
The section referred to is section caller at the White House today, de20 of chapter 22, of the Laws of 1899, clares that he intends to become a
and is as follows:
candidate for Senator in the event ol
"In entering up judgment in all statehood and that he will make a
such cases, the clerk shall add to the campaign in every county in the ter- amount of tax, penalties and costs, ritory.
as shown by such delinquent tax list,
"if the election is direct from the
five per centum of the amount due people in a primary and cannot be
each person, or upon each lot or fluenced by millions of " money, I
parcel of property described, which think I will come pretty close to the
five per centum shall be the costs goal," said Mr. Crandell today,
of such proceedings, and when col- Delegate Ralph Cameron of Arizona
lected shall be paid over to the treas- - called at the White House and intro-ure- r
of eaid county for the credit duced to President 'Taft, Neill Bailey
j former
of the court fund."
speaker of the lower house of
It will be seen that In endeavoring the Arizona legislature. Mr. Bailey
to reach a conclusion as to the appli- - assured the President that when the
cability of this provision, which is an territory holds a constitutional
to the general rules with!vention Prir to admission as a state
regard to costs, both as to amount and Jt wil1 adopt a constitution that wijl
to disposition, we must ascertain l,ass muster at the White House or
what is meant by the phrase "in ailianywnere else.
such cases." An examination of the'
whole statute- shows that it was in-- i PRESIDENT TAFT'S
BROTHER VERY ILL.
tended to revolutionize the general
Los Angeles, Feb. 1. The c'ondi-o- f
practice as to suits for the collection
delinquent taxes, and, instead of tion of Henry W. Taft, brother of the
suing delinquent tax payers separate- President, who is in e, local hospital
ly, to include them in a general list, suffering with an attach of erysipelas,
which should be advertised, and, with became suddenly worse and it is now
the proof of publication, form the feared that the disease has secured
basis for an omnibus suit covering a much stronger hold upon him than
everything contained in the delin- was at first supposed.
Mr. Taft is being attended by Dr.
quent tax list, where the taxes were
more than twenty-fivdollars. This William Edwards of this city, his
created a new class of cases, different brother-in-lafrom anything previously existing, and
Tonight Dr. Edwards reported that
it seems reasonable to believe that the patient had developed more alarmthe legislature, in making a new ing symptoms, a high fever having
statutory provision as to the amount set in and evidences of a spread of
and disposition of costs, was legis- the infection having appeared.
Mrs. Taft will remain at his bedlating only with regard to this new
class of cases. It is true tnat in sec- side throughout the night. President
tion 17 of the act there is a proviso Taft has been notified of the sudden
as to separate suits under the provi- change for the worse.
No alarm is felt regarding the ultisions of the act, by authority of the
judge of the district court, and it mate outcome of the case, according
might be argued that the phrase "in to Dr. Edwards.
all such cases" was intended to refer
to all such cases as are mentioned or NEW RULES TO
.
KEEP OUT CHINESE.
provided for anywhere in the act, no
matter what kind, but such a proviso
Washington, D. C, Feb. 1. Several
as the one about separate suits cre- stringent new rules designed to keep
ates an exception to the rest of the undesirable Chinese immigrants out
law applicable to special cases, and of the United States go into operation
the subject matter of the proviso is today by direction of the department
notwithin the general purpose of the of labor and commerce. Under the
act. This view is in harmony with new regulations Chinese bound for
rules of "construction of foreign ports, by way of New
England
are to be inspected at the original
(Continued on Page Eight.)
port of entry, Vancouver.
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Capitalized at One Million Agree to Support Principal
Measures Desired by
Dollars Files Its Papers
Administration
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Sends Engineers.
Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 1. J. W. Paul
and L. M. Jones, mining engineers
connected with the local station of
the geological survey left here today
for Primero, Colo., to aid in the work
of rescue and to make reports for the
use of the government.
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Son of Hotel Proprietor Is Automobile Was Struck
by

Dying From Three Bullets
in His Body

Two Street Cars While
Speeding
,

MADE TWO WOMENWLLED

OUTRIGHT

Dramatic Scene Occured at San- Chauffeur Found Wanderii
ta Fe Depot as Train
About Demented But Only
Pulled In.
Slightly Injured.
Clovis, Feb. 1. As the result of a
fatal shooting at Clovis, Curry county, last night, of Benjamin Lyonls, son
of a hotel proprietor, by Frank Leteaux, a rival depot solicitor, threats
of lynching are made, and the police
are preparing to rush Leteaux out of
town. Friends and relatives of Lyons
are said to be on the way from
on a special train and trouble
is anticipated when they arrive.
The shooting was the result ot a
grudge between the two men which
has been in existence for several days
past, which was caused by rivalry in
securing business for their respective
hotels.
The shooting occurred at
the Santa Fe station Just before the
arrival of the passenger train from
Amarillo.
Both men were at the
station as usual, waiting to receive
guests for their houses.
They had
some words just as the train was pulling into the station, and Leteaux, according to several bystanders warned
Lyons not to step in front of him in
soliciting for his hotel, making the
remark: "For if you do, I will knock
hell out of you." Lyons disregarded
Leteaux's warning and stepped ahead
of him, calling out the name of his
father's hotel. Leteanv 1mmHintlv
pulled his
Ama-ria-

Denver, Colo., Feb. 1 Identification
was made early this morning of the
bodies of two women who were with
James A. Baker of Cincinnati and Rus- sell A. Talbot of New York, as guests
ot iviorris Mayer when their automo- bile was struck by two street cars
last night. Both the women and
Baker were killed and Talbot was
fatally injured. The women are Miss
Virgil Cain and Mrs. William J. E.
icating, both of Denver. Miss Cain
is said to be the fiancee of Mayer, who
had arranged the party in honor of
Baker and Talbot. Mayer, who was
driving the car at terrific speed when
tne accident occurred, was thrown
c,ear and was found hours afterwards,
wandering the' streets, only slightly

o

es-in-

David Williams, the pit boss, Jack
and James Rumings are the
Americans included among the known

IHG AT CLOVIS

OF LYNCHING

des-Verg-

iLiias

DEATH

Paris, Feb. 1. The Seine fell
steadily today at the rate of
of an inch an hour. Mnro
tramwavs are in nneratinn as am dun
new sections of the subway.
The
streets that had been closed to
Ac were in many cases
and
in the heart of the city things resunied a more normal appearance,
In the outskirts and inundated
gions above and below the city, the
greatest distress still prevailed
P'te the magnificent efforts toward
relief and the prodigal distribution of
food supplies. Hundreds of persons
were found on the verge of starvation
and thousands who lost everything
must be aided for months. It is
timated that more than a quarter
lion of persons have been affected by
the flood. Freezing temperature adds
to the misery of the unfortunates.
The attempts to resume railroad serv
ice before the electric signal system
"as been restored have resulted in a
dozen train collisions.
Ghouls Are Promptly Killed.
Pans Feb. 1 The killing of bri- gands who urey upon the nelpless in
the outskirts of the city, continues,
Last night a number of them were
shot and four men and four women
narrowly escaped lynching, when
found robbing deserted houses in
They were using a raft.
three-Quarte-

snaft- -

L

RESUMED AMUSING

ASKED
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t

e

Bodies Badly Mutilated
Up to noon, forty-tw- o
bodies have
been recovered, most of them so
badly
mutilated and burned that identifica
tion is almost impossible

BEING

Prodigal Distribution of Food Supervisor Stewart and His
Fails to Relieve Entirely
Force Smile as "Tenderf eet"
Great Distress.
Letters Pour In.

rescue

as-th-

Heaps of Bodies.
The rescuers found the bodies piled
in heaps about the foot of the air
shaft where apparently they had
fought and trampled upon one another in a frantic struggle for life.
Three bodies were sent up, then the
rescuers were iorcea Dae: to tne open

THREATS

TRAFFIC

party
found No. 7 shaft afire and succeded
in extinguishing it. Near the
entry
of shaft No. 8 fourteen bodies were
in a heap, and here in the
midst of a pile of dead mules, Donacio
was found alive,
although
badly hurt and his mind wandering,
His survival is one of the most re- markable things of the accident. The
hope of rescuing any of the entombed
miners alive grew dim
morn- wore away and a feeling of hope- settled down on the groups
of women shivering around the mine

mine.
Government

Hundreds of Letters

Refugees

air. Another party equipped
with
oxygen helmets descended and the
work of rescue was pushed with frantic haste. Volunteers were rushed to
Primero from all the adjoining camps
and as fast as one rescue party was
exhausted, others eagerly took up the
work. Most of the miners
were Slavs, Hungarians, and employed
Italians.
But few Americans were
among the
missing. The mine was badlv wreck.
ed by the explosion and the fire which
followed. The cause nf the cmlnclnn
Was not ascertained, and it
may be
days before the last of the bodies was

Seventy-nin- e

the probable death roll as the
result of an explosion yesterday af
ternoon in the Primero coal mine of
the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company,
Up to .ten this morning, thirty-onbodies, most of them terribly torn
and burned, have been brought to the
surface, while according to estimates
of mine officials, made from the num
ber of missing safety lamps, there
t
are still
men, probably all
dead, somewhere in the caved-iThe explosion occurred
workings.
about 4:30 yesterday. With a terrific
roar, a great volume of flame and
smoke belched from the main shaft,
which crumpled in, blocking the entrance and wrecking the air fans. Five
men standing near the shaft were
killed. It was three hours later before a rescue party could enter the

QUERIES

the Suffering of Announcement of Opening
the Hundred Thousand
of Pecos Forest Brings
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HORTICULTURE MORE PROFITABLE THAN MATRIMONY.

Western Woman Who Says That it
Beats Office, Clerical or Factory
Work.

New York, Feb.

1.

Decrying

mat-trimon- y

as a business venture, but
lauding fruit farming, in which occupation she has accumulated a fortune

of $40,000, Mrs. Marion MacRea of
Hood River, Oregon, who started six
years ago with a capital of $25, is in
this city at the Hotel Astor on a
seeinS tour.
"Farming has office, factory or store
work beaten all to pieces as a means
of livelihood for an ambitious woman," declared Mrs. MacRea in a
breezy western style,
"The girl that ffets Sfi a tvoL- - In clcu
partment stores has mighty little fu- ture ahead of her, except possibly a
chance to get married," "she contin- ued. "I say to all such, back to the
farm, where you can be independent
of mere 'ftan.
"What I did in six short vears. be- ginning with onlv 825. anv voiine
woman of grit and energy can dupl-

cate.

"It certainly does pay to advertise,"
said Forestry Supervisor Stewart this

morning as he glanced at the huge

pile of letters that lay before him and
were spread on desks of other members of the service. The letters which
came from all over the country were
in reply to announcements made in
the Santa Fe New Mexican and other
papers that the Pecos national forest
will be thrown open for settlement
soon.
The letters in reply to the announcement or rather to get information about the homestead entries,
were written evidently by many classes of people and in many styles. Some
were typewritten and some were neatly
penned and others were simply in
pencil.
The following are specimens of the
correspondence and show the mental
aptitude of the correspondents:
This from a St. Louis man: "Dear
Mr. Stewart: Please send further
particulars in regards to land down
there which will be thrown open for
entry, as the writer would like to
come in on a slice of it. I enclose
stamps for your reply."
This was from an Illinois man: "I
would like to have a little information if you will please give it to me.
How would a fellow go about to enter
this land when it takes place and
what kind of land is it and when a
fellow will have to be there
please let me know all the details."
Would "Love" to Know.
And then came this breezy epistle
from an Indiana man: "I have just
read an ad that there is to be opened
up for settlement some 000,000 acres
in the Pecos valley. New Mexico, for
homesteading in the near future AND
I WOULD JUST LOVE TO KNOW
SOMETHING MORE concerning the

matter.'

(This "loving" correspondent sent
two cents to expedite his billet doux.)
Apply in Person.
One man was "from Missouri" in
the true sense and asked: "Is this
government land and what is the entry fee and does a man have to apply
in person to enter or can he send the
tee an,(J enter. Does he draw or please
let me know all the particulars."
A Texan's letter drew a round of
smiles when the readers "ot to the
line "Confessing my ignorance in such
matters I appeal to your kindness for
A mue miormation.
He "sure" is
from the south, "that genteel man,"
said one who read his letter and hurried to answer it.
A man in Mount Erie. 111., write
that he would like a man of the coun
trr- - Geographies seem scarce in Erie.
An Oklahoman who seems "wise"
to making land entires asks only one
question: "Is it by a run or draw"
Dry and Doubtful?
A New Mexico resident writes to
know the character of the land as he

"She doesn't have to he driver, w
matrimonv .either tn osnano rtrnrio-orif she will only take courage and look
beyond her nose for opportunities. As
for me, the fruit farm I consider an
ideal occupation for a woman who
loves outdoor life. Out west things
are different, and a woman seems to
injured, but half demented.
"c
" a piaue ot equality witn
MR. AND MRS. PHIPPS
man her
ctinorini.,
.. inil oVin
jjarucmar anout lormmg an ac- V ARE AT NEW YORK, makes good, too," asserted the
plucky quaintanceship with the Pecos valley
llttle fruit farmeruntil he is told whether or not "it is
Gossip of Reconciliation Finds Furth- and doubtful?"
dry
er Support in Statement of
SAINT PAUL MINE
One man. an pntWiact ,
Relatives.
IS
groves, asks if oranges can be grown
New York, Feb. 1. Mrs. Genevieve
with success in the Pecos vallev. An- Lnandler Phipps, and her two little Preparations Made to Explore Work- - other who resides in Texas, asks if
.. .
:
dauehters.
tho Ian1 V.oa
arrived Viora
"
" . tAflair "um
ne seems
'H w ontig up une nunared
misaieu. tt.
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f
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a"d Sixty Bodies'
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nothing about cyclones.
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hundred and
mine, where
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land in his father's name. It seems
Phipps,
a fatal wound. Before T.eteav nM
.
,
. plosion and fire of last November are
,
aimj tms Iormer Wlle and still buried in the
shoot again he was arrested by TT
was the young man ig yet an infant in the
workings,
Santa Fe Officer W. B. Sands and'three childreQ wl sail to Europe
broken open this morning. Prepara- eyes of the law.
Circular Letter.
in iail which Is siirrnnnrtoH hvigether tomorrow. Mrs. Phippis, how- - tions were made to explore the mine.
as saymS m an Inter- - and
Mr.
Stewart
is at work on a
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CHANGING HANDS AT BOSTON. that hastenderly
shot in tve lower bowel, the left lung
covered her hus- - FEMALE 'FRAUD FROM ARIZONA
practically
and the left arm.
Boston, Feb! 1. Very little wool band's tomb for two months.
WORKS ON ELKS' GOOD NATURE
is changing hands in the local mar
Paterson. N. J.. Feb. 1. A u
"She does that evprv rtav " said
ket. Supplies are small and buying
SCHOONER FRANCES WRECKED
OFF CAPE HATTERAS. is oniy m limited quantities by the mine. "She says nothing to anybody Thorne and says she lives In Arizona
worsted manufactures. Carded wool- - and finally goes home."
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Old

THE DAILY ROUND UP.

Wheat

MOTHER IRELAND.
(By Arthur Springer.)
O true and dark-eyeMother Land,
ye've mourned thim day by day.
The childer' av your achin' breast
who've fared a world away!
By moorland and be loch and whin
ye've mourned for all your lost
But still ye've smiled and still ye've
watched and counted not the cost.

Four

Pansy

d

.

Bobolink

dark, in faith, the ould hours fell
and cold the ashes grew,
But Ireland, Mother Ireland, still ye've
waited fond and true;
And now the night has vanished, wid
the sorrows it has known,
We'll hear the call of Ireland, lads,
av Ireland to her own!
And

FRESH YEAST

AlsoVAPIETY

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL

WITH

CASH

PURCHASES

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

d.

No. 40
N

M

CALL

AP SEE

FDR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINEOF
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Deco-

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

Consolidated
The
Newspapers
Amistad Tribune has acquired
the
Amistad Herald and will hereafter appear as the Amistad Tribune-HeralReception for Governor Mills The
Commercial Club of Las Vegas will
tender a farewell reception to Chief
Justice W. J. Mills on February 17.
Arrested at Las Cruces Sheriff D.
Stevens of Luna county, arrested Antonio Ramirez at Las Cruces for a
part he took in a shooting scrape four
years ago.
New Manager and
Editor The
Clovis Xews has a new editor and
manager who has been furnished it
Tribune-Citizen- ,
by the Albuqureque
Mr. R. A. Baldwin of Albuquerque.
Two Insane Men Committed to Asylum Atanacio Garcia of San Miguel,
and Julian Torres, of upper Las Ve- igas, were committed to the territorial
asylum for the insane at Las Vegas.
Left For California on Wedding
Trip Joseph Vaio and Miss Eliseo
Cordova were married at Albuquerque
yesterday by Justice of the Peace
George R. Craig and left for California
on a wedding trip.
Girl Dies of Her Injuries
Augusta
Pingree, aged eight years, died yes-- i
terday at Albuquerque of a wound
a
'from a revolver received 'from
playmate who discharged the revolver
accidentally.
Postmaster Badly Injured Post- master F. "W. Joerns at Dayton, Eddy
while trying to stop a runj county,
away horse was thrown down under
the animal's hoofs and trampled. His

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

Established 1856.

S

Incorporated 1903.

Her

Feet

An Exceptional Opportunity

Durham, N. C "I am a farmer's
wife," writes Mrs. J. M. Shepherd, of
this city, "and have a heap to do."
"Four months ago I could not Eland
on my feet, to do anything much, but at
this time I do the most of my work, i
took Cardui and it did me more good
than all the doctors.
"You don't know half how I thank you
I wish
for the Cardui Home Treatment.
that all women who suffer from womanlv
trouble would treat themselves as have."
Ladies can easily treat themselves at
home, with Cardui, the woman's tonic.
It is easy to take, and so gentle in its
action, that it cannot do anything but
good.
Being composed exclusively of vegetable ingredients, Cardui cannot lay up
trouble in your system, as mineral drugs
often do. Its ingredients having no
harsh, medicinal effects, and being
and perfectly harmless, Cardui
is absolutely safe for young and old.
Ask your druggist. He will tell you to
try Cardui.

COMMENCING MONDAY JANUARY 17.
AND CONTINUING. FOR TWO
WEEKS ONLYOUR ENTIRE LINE

Muslin Underwear

1

We have marked these goods down and they
will be sold below the manufacture cost. Every
thing in the line cfferedis bright, and stylish.
Come early ai d noakeyour selection while the
stock is complete and get the best value ever
offered the people of banta Fe.

Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept.. Chatta-noo- sa
Medicine Co.. Chattanooga. Tenn.. for Special
book. "Home Treatment
Instructions, and
lei Women," sent in plain wrapper, on request.
N. B.

GIN BIS.

SEL

FOR HALF

Denver, Colo., Feb. 1. Fore- cast for New Mexico: Fair
weather tonight; Wednesday
fair in south portion, rain or
S snow in north portion.
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THE SAME OLD STORY
DEAR FRIENDS:
During the past week, we have had so
many or our Friends coming to us with
the old story of a DULL RAZOR, and
the experience of s many of those
unpleasant shaves. We are glad to say
that we were able to send ihem away
from our Store pleaded end happy.
HOW DID WE DO THIS YOU ASK,
"ListeD, We absolutely gnarantee to
any person in the City of Santa. Fe, or
vicinity a MODERN COMBINATION
RAZOR STROP UPON TEN DAYS
TRIAL, that will sharpen any old Razor
that y cu may possess ana can oe operated
by a small Bov. We will he nlensprl t,n
give you a demonstration of this Strop
any time you find it convenient to call,
ann wouia dp plpaspd to have you bring
your "OLD RAZOR" and let us put an
tdge on it for you.

i-

mid-wint-

w

Undertaker and Embalmer

j

FUNERALS

CENTURY

.

i

Ph;.

A

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

'

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

WW

minor city topics

j

Spitz

1910.

WE AGAIN OFFER TO
OUR MAN if PATRONS

Mrs. Shepherd Was in Bad Shape
When She Could Not Stand on

Head Andrews' Ad and save money.
Bell Pleads Guilty C. F. Bell pleaded guilty to the charge of horse
stealing before the justice of the
peace at Chapelle, Sau Miguel coun-ay- ,
and was held for the grand jury
under $500 bond.
MANUFACTURERS
Crazed By Liquor W. X. Ward was
arrested at Las Vegas yesterday while
JEWELER
crazed with liquor. In the jail, he
smashed the window panes and made
a speech to the crowd saying he drank
to excess because of sorrow over the
loss of a daughter by death.
&
Suit for Deliquent Taxes District
injuries are serious but not fatal.
Salted Fodder Settlers southwest Attorney Ward of Las Vegas, has
order
to
done
line
in
our
work
of
Every Description
of Central City, Union County, have brought suit for the delinquent' taxes
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
become so annoyed by the damage due on the Mora grant, amounting to
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
done by cattle to their fields that they about $30,000, portion of which has
have scattered salted fodder contain- - been paid by owners of undivided inSend for prices for tanning and lining
ing poison. About torty head of cat- - terests.
robes
and
furs and hides for rugs
Devotions at San Miguel's. The
tie have died from eating the poison.
raw furs of all kinds
hours' devotion which was rePueblo Dances Says the Taos
Highest prices paid for
forty
r-General
ASRCannn Rnad
C
News:
are
Pueblos
"The
ported as beginning today at San
n -s. 1 Merchandise
r
Biiek 19
In their
dances. On Miguel's chapel will not begin until
SANTA FE, N. M.
Thursday they danced the Navajoand Sunday morning. Father Deraches,
Eagle dance and presented some very the chaplain, stated today that the
pretty figures. These dances have services will begin at 6 o'clock, in
been going on for some weeks and the morning. Apart from tne solemnity and beauty of the devotions addiwill continue until spring."
Third Assistant Postmaster General tional interest is lent to them from
"A. L. Lawshe was in the city this the fact that they will be held in what
week from Dripping Springs. He is is considered the oldest place of
in North America.
enjoying perfect health and is glad worship
of Conductor
Gatchell
Funeral
that he decided to make his home in
J. D. MULLIGAN
'this favored section; to read of the Said the Las Vegas Optic of last evenweather they are having in the east is ing: "The remains of the late ConA. P. Gatchell were brought to
enough to make anybody hereabouts ductor
Personal Attention
shake hands with himself at being so this city today from Santa Fe, accomOFFIOK DPI) i on
RKSIDBNOR
fortunate as to live in the great Mesil-l- a panied by Mrs. A. P. Gatchell, the
Dpfi ISO
lOO
PHONE
NIGHT PHONE
widow, Guy Gatchell and family, and
Valley." Las Cruces Citizen.
Socorro is Getting to Be Gay Says Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Dearth. The rePICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY AND SATISFACTORILY DONE.
the Socorro Chieftain: "If you should mains were taken to the home of W.
happen to see a citizen of Socorro out H. Rife, on Third street. The funeral
in his back yard jumping sideways, will be held tomorrow afternoon at
don't take it for granted that he: has 2 o'clock from O. R. C. hall in the
He may be putting Pioneer building under the auspices
gone
himself into training to sidestep the of the Order of Railway Conductors
numerous new devil wagons that are and the Ancient Order of United
now whizzing up and down the streets Workmen. Interment will be in the
of the city seeking whom they may Masonic cemetery."
Prof. Silva's Funerat The funeral
devour. Life in the Gem City is beProf. Flavio Silva took place this
of
strenuous."
coming
r
morning from the Cathedral where
There is more Catarrh in this sec- the solemn mass of requiem was celetion of the country than all other dis- brated by the Very Rev. A. Fourchegu,
SOLE AGENTS FOR
eases put together, and until the last vicar general. Many relatives of the
few years was supposed to be incur- former professor of Spanish arrived
able. For a great many years doctors in time for the funeral, but it was
pronounced it a local disease and pre- their regrets to find that the only son
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
scribed local remedies, and by con- of the late professor, Jose D. Silva,
stantly failing to cure with local treat- was- unable on account of illness, to
Flour, Hay, Grain, Potatoes,
it incurable. be- present. The pallbearers were
ment,
pronounced
Science has proven catarrh to be a M. Garcia, M. Castillo, C. Conklin,
Salt and Seeds
constitutional disease and therefore Alfredo Delgado, Santiago Roybal and
requires constitutional treatment. Jose O. y Baca. Interment was made
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by in Rosario cemetery, Manager HanTHE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAINJHOUSE IN SANTA FE.
F. J. Cheney & Co.. Toledo. Ohio, is son of the Wagner Undertaking Estabthe only constitutional cure on the lishment having charge of the armarket. It is taken internally in doses rangements. A special memorial servfrom 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It ice will he held at the Cathedral Febon
mucous
blood
acts
and
the
ruary 12, when mass will be said for
directly
DIAMONDS
b Qm
surfaces of the system. They offer the repose of Professor Silva's soul
one hundred dollars for any case it and all the relatives and friends of the
MANUFACTURER OF
fails to cure. Send for circulars and dead educator have been invited to
lyes Tested anil
Right Pries
attend the service.
Fitted by
testimonials.
Goods
fi
Right
w
& CO.,
CHENEY
CL-- n
F.
J.
Address:
Date Methods
I
SorvlM
Right
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Toledo, Ohio.
75c.
Sold
Druggists,
by
LA
China
and
XATIVE BROMO Quinine Tablets
Take
Cut
refund money if it falls to cure
Take Hall's Family Pills for con Druggists
SANTA FE, N. M. P
San Francisco St.
w.
UKOVifi'S
B
signature is on eacn
i
L345
stipation,
Box, 25c.

Goods.

1,

WIFE

HADHEAP TO DO

Imperial
Jersey Cream

WE

FARMER'S

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY

Phone
No 14

j

HARDWARE CO.

If It's Hardware Iffe

Have

It

Phone

II

No 14

y

j

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

TRY OUR

(ll'llllllll

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

bug-hous-

AM a 163

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

SZZTS.$VZZ

Telephone 85

Telephone 85

I

MCYirAN Pll IftDFP
,
Silverware
Class,

7B

Unsurpassed Chocolates

Ueras

LEO HERSCH

WTCHES

Steam Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling,

International Stock Food

YONTZ

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.

Also Good for Chickens

mm

Wood

Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED

I

FOR SALE
ONLY AT

FISCHER

DRUG

ASK FOR A
SAMPLE

COMPANY

THE SANTA EE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
Room

Up-t-

Does

19

(INCORPORATED)
Oat r on Block, Santa.'Fe, N,!M.

a general ABSTRACT

$20,000.00

NOTICE.
ZOOK'S PHARMACY,!
IS LOCATED IN CLAIRE HOTEL, WEST SIDE PLAZA.

.

REAL ESTATE and INSU RANGE business.

to loan on Santa
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at low rate of interest

Estate
:

:
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mission

NEEDFUL KNOWLEDGE.

0

OF

tracts began to have

ml

some-

thing like known boundaries, though
the lands they thus occupied were
still not considered in any light as
the property of the missionaries but
as the domain of the crown appropriated to the use of missions while
the state of the country should require it., and at the pleasure of the
political authorities.
Ret. 8. In Texas the missions were
broken up, and the Indians dispersed.

AN

THREE.

CURE THAT BACKACHE

Pain along 'the back, dizziness, headNew Mexico Military Institute
ache and general languor. Get a pack-ay- e
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
of Mother Gray's AUSTRAUAX-LKDisease.
cure
Weit Point of th Southet."
and
Th
root
herb
the
!',
pleasant
The symptoms of kidney trouble are
and
Bladder
for
all
Detailed by War Dfpartment
Urinay
Ofccers
Artnv
Kidney,
no
so unmistakable that they leave
.
troubles.
When you feel all run
RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
Armv
exInspectors
Sick
doubt
for
kidneys
ground
without
and
weak
energy
down,
tired,
offensive
"A."
urine,
crete a thick, cloudy,
use this remarkable combination of
full of sediment, irregular of passage Spanish Government Never
Through Academic course, preparing young
nature's herbs and roots. As a reguor attended by a sensation of scaldfor college or for business life. Oreat
men
Should
Intended
That
They
lator it has no equal. Mother Gray's
$;rSj
ing. The back aches constantly, headof open air work. Healthiest location
amount
Australian-Lea- f
is sold by Druggists
Have Fee in Them
aches and dizzy spells may occur
of
any Military School in the Union. Located
or sent by mail for 50 cents. Sample
gnd the victim is often weighed down
In New Mexico, the Indian pupils Co.. Le Roy, N. Y.
the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
r7
pr
oi
by a feeling of langour and fatigue.
the
of
or
their descendants
missions,
spot uf the West at d e'evatioc of 3,700
Neglect these warnings and there is MISTAKE MADE BY UNCLE SAM still in
old Luis do Rosas. Vide the account of
these
pan,
great
occupy
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
danger of dropsy. Bright's disease;
establishments and other parts are Don Juan de Palajos, 1640
Itue rain or snow during session.
or diabetes. Any one of these sympoccupied by white settlers by virtue
lv't. ',:. Community of property
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all gradutoms is warning enough to begin In Texas or in Mexico Communiof grants.
not exist in missions, nor a fordecs
once.
Delay
at
from stardard
eastern colleges. Ten
the
ates
kidneys
treating
ties Developed Into BeautiRet. 9. Art. 13. When it shall hap- mal assignment of land; each family
often proves fatal.
furnished.
heatsJ. light
'
thoroughly
buildings,
3
.t
r1,
ful Towns.
pen that a mission is to be founded revrards as its own property that
You can use no better remedy than
ed and modern In all respects.
into a pueblo or village, the com which their parents formerly possessHere's Santa
Doan's Kidney Pills.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
Fe proof:
The following contributed article mandant will proceed to reduce it,- ed, maintaining and cultivating it,
G,
Hamtltoa, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
and
Hyman Lowitzki, 115 Guadalupe or rather brief, has collected author! to the civil and economical govern- according to their necessities work-inW. M. AtklDson Secretary, and W
s
Treasurer;
"I
and
rents
to
tne laws wishes, many paying
Street, Santa Fe, N. M., says:
ties to show that the present day! went, wmcn, according
A
FIdUv
for the proprietors of the better
can recommend Doan's Kidney Pills, Pueblo grants did not have their ori- - is observed by other villages of this
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
as they have been used by myself gin in the policy of the Spanish or kingdom; then giving it a name, and lands.
No. 29.
and other members of m yfamily with Mexican government, but a false in--; declaring for its patron saint under
address.
Indians.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
splendid results. The value of Doan's terpretation and mistakes by the Uni-- , whose memory and protection the mison Mexican
Ret. 91. Discourses
Kidney Pills for relieving pain in ted States government dealing with a sion was founded,
Superintendent.
the back and other kidney difficul new problem. In Texas, for instance, Art. 7 and 10 show that it was part practice at the bar. by Manuel Pena
ties has been thoroughly proven to LUCa 1UU1UUO U'U
nnt- arnnirf. up fee to- of the plan of these missions, that y Pena, late president of the su
,tM ""1me. I take pleasure in making the
tracts as they did in New Mexi- - their condition be changed and they preme court of justice in Mexico. not
The natives of the Americas,
ue regarded only as the nucleus and
merit of this remedy known to other large
co, or even California; it is onlv the
there-policfrom the Spaniards, to
descended
basis
to
of
be
kidney sufferers."
communities,
a
with
that was burdened
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 Territory
with a view whom was commonly given the name
and after emancipated.
most
fertile
the
that
gave
Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
were regarded as minors,
cents.
best watered lands to small Indian to their convenient expansion into of Indians,
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
New York, sole agents for the United communities that are not making any towns and cities. In the meantime although they might be more than
of these waters
States.
years of age, and in this located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency
use of them or at best, only a limited the governor had authority to reduce twenty-fivtested
been
by the
has
throughly
to
Remember the name Doan's and use thus
laws
the
of
extend
their
within
view,
e
point
by
grants,
possessions
miles west
the development
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fivretarding
to
in the
attested
cures
miraculous
no
other.
different
them
take
I and without.
rights.
of the commonwealth.
of Taos and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheuwas
and
All
91.
Ret- - 10
I
Ret.
this
was
also
This
provided
position
Preamble.
about twelve miles from Bar-anc- matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
to four leagues of land confirmed, if it needed confirmation, observed among us, in the times of Fe, and
title
The
Automobile
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
Connection made wira
was never vested by Spain or Mexico by opinions of high legal authorities the absolute government of Spain.
was
a
Grande
Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections. Scrofula.
But
line at Torrance for Roswell dally, in the
free
when
and
officials
of Mexico. The missions
government
Pueblos or Indians,
Automobile ieaves Torrance for Ros- within the territories of California, speaking collectively of priests and adonted, Indians were regarded as daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comwell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell Arwnna Tovas nnri New Mexico, eith- - pupils, had the
t
the priests equal with our Spanish subjects. (6) The temperature of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathat 12, noon. Automobile leaves Rosthe
it
and the and much more were they so regarded from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
of
administration
exvntiri
oc
the
nr
citiiK!
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar- ernment nf the United States is in whole resumable, or otherwise dispos-jwit- h
all Mexican citizens inasmuch carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
our
estannsnea
as
entire
for Santa Fe train
or
the
and
able
trains
waits
at
of
and
will
the
its
the
Deing
crown,
independence
delightful
very
dry
lands
of
error in
grants
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance were madesupposing
and ratified, it was founded on the year round. There is now a commod- upon request. This resort is attracrepresentatives.
or
Indians,
to
Pueblos
the
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
3. Missionary monks were relieved basis of
equality of civil rights, ious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
of Spain or Mex-- ,
the
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- by or governments
all
free inhabitants of our valids and tourists. People' suffering winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
b
the
converted
the
the
from
among
governors,
to the missions.
ico
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
them-o- f country,
whatever
to
in
order
might have been from consumption, cancer and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
settlements,
apply
out
arose
The theory of such grants
four
in
the
its
selves
in
to
extension
of
quarters of the contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
the
origin
religion
the plan of the Spanish governLaGrippe pains that pervade the en- ment to establish missions and mili- - other fields.
Paragraph 10, Article world. (7) And one of our congresses These wr.ers contain 1,620.24 grains same day. For further particulars
tire system, LaGrippe coughs that tary posts at each Pueblo or village, 33o of the constitution Spanish Mon-und- being desirous of doing away with all of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
dedifferences between
Mexicans,
rack and strain, are quickly cured by
the administration of the Mis- - archy, 1812.
creed thus in everything. (4) Law 3t
Ret. 11. The lands thereafter
Foley's Honey and Tar. Is mildly lax- sions of St. Francis and the Holy
e
ative, safe and certain in results. Sold
and in order to designate nS distributed and reduced to priv-th- of same tit.36and book.
at
of
decree
(5) Law
vide
Oja Caliente. Taoi. Coanty- - N M
the
proper tit. and book (C)
all
ownership,
druggists.
by
jurisdiction of their respective
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Decrees
Cortes,
''-loth,
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missions the government reserved """"'J
January 13, February 9th, and March
from the eross of each mieblo or vil- - Spanish Cortes p oo.
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land
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directly
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country,
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only therefrom ntory without any distinction
Acting Master. food for the military garrisons, and missions, excepting
from
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therefore
Indians
those
which
small
escaped
of
evnanpieces
ground
-tnf
the
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
n, h0 itImt. nin
occupied by some of the state of minority to which they
sion of civilization and the upbuild- - had alwas
ere previously subject, and should
Indians of the missions.
,tne
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, ine-- of communities' and towns.
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vocation second Monday or cultivated by the Indians and neces- - """i"" ueieiunue to sen tine misDOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
each month at Masonic car fr-- thtr hnhitptinn anri snhsiat, sions) the sale should be by public ispherese.
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Ex. A. Continuing the authorities
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
ence, the government recognized their auction and should there be any
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P.
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uueluU1
aeDis
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RIGHT,
the United States. Canada, Me ico
.uuje,
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rights thereto, so long as they tilled the mission paying
in March, 1811, promulgated Payable Throughout
Salcodo,
it
be(the
government)
Secretary.
SELIGMAN,
soil
which
the
if
ARTHUR
they abandoned,
and all Foreign Countries.
came the property of the crown, or its should be distributed to the Indians, the Royal Decree of Cadiz, declaring
I
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Santa Fe Commandery No. grantee
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ered in Mexico in the granting of .in her domain, were citizens of Spain
i ' K. T. Regular
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fourth Monday in eacn
Th ritipnshin of 'nuphlos is fullv lands. tnat provides for a reservation equal in all rights and interests to
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Masonic
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month
sustained by the laws of Spain and of tne mines of Sld and silver, or the Spaniard.
Ex. B. In addition to the over-o- f
7:30 p. m.
Mexico, as evidenced by the decrees other metal or mineral.
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of
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whelming
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31st Congress,
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interior,
designaMexican congress, which are briefly
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
in opinion rendered by the tion o boundary and quantity, under uary 30, 1851, we have also
Ex. C. The treaty of Iguala between
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted president of the suDreme court of tne Mexican law, which exist in the
Spain and Mexico, 1821-182whereby
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets Mexico, showing when and how all Archives.
Ret- - 25- - The plan of Hijar did not is guaranteed a continuation and adopon the third Monday of each month Indians became citizens of Spain and
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in Mexico, under the laws, customs, us- - recognize or provide ior tne settle- - uon or me laws, regulations, ana
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza,
and decrees of the Spanish ments f tne Indians. While all sue crees of Spain and the Cortes then in
ones tnat were carried into force, to be accepted by the Mexican
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor- kings, the cortes, the Mexican
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execution,
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placed the Indian government
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executives.
dially
gress and
rl&ht of settlement among the first
Ex. D. The ratification of the fore- JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Also
Venerable Master.
How the said citizens of Mexico in objects to be provided for where- - going by the Mexican Congress, 1822.
Ex. E. Also Bancroft's History of
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32,
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states, that all
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Following which are embodied ex- - support. The law is understood to of the Americas, and all inhabitants
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E., tracts from the report of the secre- - De tnat whenever Indian settlements regardless of color, were made Span-tar- y
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Trail ends and the Greater Santa Fe "trail"
begins.
We have some very desirable
oppositions in the
way of city Jots; fruit ranches and large tracts to
be reclaimed, to offer."
For full particulars call or
on
DU.
DJ loH
address the above
"nOne Ked

i

Establishment

also Dealers in Furniture,

FINE LINE OF

FOR THE HOUSE

Carpets and Riigs

and hat racks. Wagner folding
for the babies.
They are GRET!!
Look over our stock and see if there isn'c
something to interest you.
go-car- ts

;

PAY

and

Wis

Dress Patterns

Flouncing

Waist Fronts

j

te

MILK

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

Lu-cer-

All kinds of furnishings from ehinaware to stoves, and
ranges, Also a fine assortment of desks, chairs, table

,

Corset Covers

LiAN pUL

company'

THE Wagner Undertaking

SPRING SEWING NOW,

FRESH EGGS

CEEAM

Manager for New Mexico.

N. M.

Step sfiililii

up-to-da-

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co
of the Southwest
A M BGRGERE,

FURNITURE, Mattrses
HARNESS and SADDLERY
WAGONS andBUGGlES
FARMING IMPLEMENTS
MINERS' SUPPLIES

wL
MM

j

Company
k--

:

LADIES

wtlJr

urrows & Company

i!

F. W. Benedict, a traveling salesman of Chicago, is calling on business
toien here.
Mrs. S. J. Jacks and Miss Jacks of
BEDS and SPRINGS
PUMPS and WIND MILLS
Colorado, are registered at the Hotel
Glassware and Queensware
CAMP EQUIPMENT
Modern.
SPOUTING
ROOFING,
Mrs. Meliton I'libarri of Las 'VeALL
COLORS
PAINTS,
gas, is spending a month with her
GOODS
SPORTING
ALABASTINE, Kalsomine
parents in this city.
AMMUNITION
WALL PAPER, GLASS
GUNS,
S. C. Hall, a hardware salesman
from Trinidad, is calling'on business
CALL FOR PRICES
men in the city today.
LET US SERVE YOU
Fred Kelson and Matt Anderson of
Denver, who are at the Coronado, are
visiting friends in the city.
J. P. Earickson, a salesman for a
grocery concern and who travels out
of Las Vegas,, is at the Palace hotel.
W. H. Kennedy, formerly in the
hardware business in this city, is
planning to locate at Antonito, Colo.
Sheriff H. M. Denney and Airs. Den-ne- y
of Alamogordo, are in the city.
They are stopping at the Claire hotel.
Superintendent of Public Instruction
and Mrs. J. E. Clark intend to leave
in a few days for Los Angeles, Calif.
Dr. W. H. Harrison, the tracoma expert of the Indian bureau, has left on
another official trip to the Indian pueblos.
I have received a fine
New Arrivals in embroidery now on display
Rev. A. M. Mandalari who has been
assortment of violets
conducting a retreat at Loretto Academy has returned to his parish at Aland other spring goods.
buquerque.
Federal Chinese Immigration Inspector F. M. Stanley of Willard, Torrance county, has been in Santa Fe
MISS A MUGLER.
for a few days.
Southeast Corner Plaza.
j
Chief Justice W. J. Mills left 'Las
ISSECZ&J
Vegas last evening for Raton on court
matters and from there goes to Clayton on official business.
Speaker E. A. Miera or the last
These are all new and
patHouse of Representatives, returned to
a
Sandoval
Cuba,
&
county, today after
terns and our own importations coming
,
day spent .in Albuquerque.,
Julian Trupjillo of Chimayo, northin matched sets, direct from manufacturTelephone No 140 Red
ern Santa Fe county, left for home
MRS.
OTTO
RETSCH.
his son
ing centers. Splendid values for the
today, after accompanying
who will go to school at Las Vegas.
careful and knowing shoppers. Those
E. M. Sandoval of Cabezon, Sando- They will stop at the Albany.
val county, one of the prominent na"Hon. W. E. Martin returned Wedthat want the newest can find it here.
tive citizens of the Territory, is in nesday evening from a sojourn of sevSanta Fe today on business matters.
eral weeks out in the extreme westFor those that want something very
Inspector E. E. Van Horn of the em part of the county. Mr. Martin re-- j
different they can also find it.
territorial cattle sanitary board, in- ports a very enjoyable time, and his
spected a shipment of cattle at Ken- looks confirm the report, for he ap
nedy, southern Santa Fe county, to- pears to be in very much better health
day.
than he was when he left Socorro. His
W. C. Black of Denver, superintend- many friends are
giving him4a hearty
ent of the Postal Telegraph Company welcome home." Socorro Chieftain.
who had been in El Paso, spent yes"""Chief Justic William J. Mills, will
terday at Albuquerque on his way arrive in
Clayton on the night of the
home.
31st
and will probably remain
inst,
Alejandro Sandoval a businessman
and stock raiser of Sandoval county, until the night of February 1st. He
member of the territorial board of is coming here to take up some bankequalization, has gone on a business ruptcy matters now pending before
him and will take tip all motions
trip to Mexico.
pending in his court from Union counM.
W.
of
the
Special Agent
Tipton
ty.
Arrangements are being made to
department of interior, who formerly
lived in this city but now makes head- receive him with all the honors due a
quarters at Los Angeles, left yesterday governor. It will be the last trip of
his to this city as chief justice, inasfor Colorado on official business.
L. F. Montenie, formerly in the un- much as he will assume his duties as
dertaking business in this city, and governor on the 1st of March. As
secretary of the territorial board of ' the judge is very popular in Union
embalmers, has returned to New Mex county, he will no doubt 'be given a
All our vimpr stock of millinery will be
ico from Oklahoma and has located royal welcome." Clayton News.
' closed out at Cnst, and much of it below
at Raton.
cost, to dispose of it before the spring goods
Superintendent of Public Instruction LUMBER MEN IN CONVEN- arrive.
J. E. Clark left on a school inspection
TION AT CINCINNATI.
A 25 per cent reduction is also made on all
trip through northern Santa Fe county today and will go as far as
staple goods in stock. Adoliar saved is a
Cincinnati, O., Feb. 1. The NationHe is making the trip by aumade. Our stock is all new and nothdollar
al Hardwood Lumber Association, the
tomobile.
or out of date.
influential
most
and
ing
shopworn
organistrongest
County Commissioner Alfredo
bezation of its kind in the
;

FREDERICK MULLER

!!

11

iverything in Hardware

'

J. B. LAMY.

STOCK IN EACH

FURNITURE
STOVES and RANGES
KNIVES AND CUTLERY
PIPE and FITTINGS
SANITARY PLUMBING

hotel.

W.S.DAVIS.

A MOST COMPLETE

WJ

C. E. Brown, who represents a large
coffee concern of St. Louis, is at the
Claire.
:,
Willard Barrows, a well known business man of Chicago, is at the Palace

N. B. LAUGH Li N

W. 8. DAVIS, Cashlei.
W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst.

G. FRANKLIN

!;

hotel.

DIRECTORS

the House.

You Furnish the Girl! We Furnish

Coronado hotel.
j
L. B. Blanchard, a tourist from Spoj
kane, is at the Palace.
Frank. Williams, a rancher of Pecojs,
is at the Claire hotel.
A. Mennett, a
traveling salesman
from Las Vegas, is in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. French of Denver, are sightseers in the city.
William R. Hill, a shoe salesman
from Kansas City, is at the Claire. '
George H. Smith. Jr., of Santa Rosa,
is a tourist registered at the Claire

nature.

PAGE FIVE.

M.

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO,

Emil Albert of Chicago, is visiting
friends here.
W. E. Darrow of Colorado, is at the

A cordial invitation is extended to you to deposit your fuDds with this bank to transact through
us whatever business you may have of a financial

Durirg the past few months

airiunrvj

FE, X.

a progressive and enterprising
merchant of Santa Cruz, northern
Santa Fe county, is in the city to attend the meting of the board of county commissioners.
Mrs. E. C. Abbott left last evening
for Denver, Colo., to spend two weeks.
Mrs. O. C. Watson, formerly of this
city, now of Pueblo, Colo., will meet
her at Pueblo and accompany her.

country,
gan its annual convention in Cincinnati today, with headquarters at the
Sinton hotel. Several thousand members representing many states were
present when the convention was called to order. The convention will discuss plans for uniting the manufacturers and consumers of hardwoods
throughout the country into one

LLl

La Moda Millinery
Phone Black 78

24 Hour Electric Service

Catron Block.

PAY
sand

n and After Mareh 1st.
This space next week for Electric Irons
those a&sh pla CCS and Electrical Cooking Specialties.
--

Santa Fe Water

and

LighCompany
i
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MAKING OF BLANKETS
IN CHIMAYO COUNTRY.

1 1

Old

A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.

Company.

Railway

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY

the most valuable qualities of Mother's Friend is
the future health of the mother. It is a
that it
liniment to be applied externally to the body, the use of
which lubricates the muscles and tendons, softens the glands
and ducts, prevents lunps forming in the breasts, and relieves the pain, nervous-- I
ness, nausea, and othor troubles from which so many expectant mothers suffer,
When Mother's Friend is used regularly it fits and prepares the system for an
easy and natural consummation of the term. Women who massage with this
great liniment are always saved much suffering when baby comes, and recover
more quickly, and without ill effects. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores.
Write for our free book for expectant mothers.
One of

1, 1910.

Proiessiooai taros

Looms Still to Be
Fashioned
Found in Homes of Northern
Santa Fe County.
(Taos Valley News.)

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
PAUL A. F. VALTER

...

Attorney-at-La-

xew Mexico
The letter which we give below was Santa Fe,
to
a
friend
written by Bert G. Phillips
who wished to understand something
E. C. ABBOTT
of the origin and history of the Indian
Attorney-at-LaPractice in the District and Sublankets which she had in her pos-- !
contained
information
The
Courts.
session.
2
Promnt and careful
preme
No
Miles
Miles
From
From
1.
.No
STATIONS.
DAILY
lie Moines
Raton
.A1LY
in the letter is of value to anyone who attention given to all business.
New Mexico
has an interest in this products which Santa Fe,
6 30 p, m,
49
0
Arr.
so distinctly to the west. The
Lv. Des Moines.
10 00 a. m.
N:,IM
belong
46
" RumaUlo,
5 16 p. m,
Lv.
t
in 12 a. in.
'
letter is as follows:
4 66 p. m,
" Dedman
CHARLES F. EASLEY
11
10 35 a. m.
"
"
THE BRADFIELD CO., ATLANTA, CA.
4 35 p. in
n
ia
five blankets are Chimayo
10 50 a. m.
"The
Capul
Surveyor General)
(Late
" Vigil
4 25 p. m
29
20
11 05 a. ru.
24
5 55 p. m"
weave; that is they were woven at the
". Thompson
26
Attorney-at-La11 20 a. m
"
8 30 p. m'
18
81
11 45 a. m.
village of Chimayo, which lies about
Land and Mining business a spec" Cunningham
2 66 p. ill'
7
Ollfton House Junotlon "
a
12 20 p. m.
would
of
establishment
banks
30
postal
2
fiftv miles south of Taos near the ialty.
Arr.
Arr
12 46 p. in.
pm'
m
RATON N M
ARRIVALS12 26 p. m
Lv.
be an unwarranted use of power by Tnichas Peaks
3 30 p. ra.
There is a loom in Santa Fe,
New Mexico
12 06 p. nv
7
Lv.
Ollfton House Junction
a49
3 CO p. m.
the government, he claimed that the
11 40 a. ra
18
house aI)!? their blankets find a
Preston
ry
4 16 p. in,
11
06
28
a'
68
bill only elaborates a use to which
Koebler
4 46 P m.
Palace.
16 a. m- 20
ready sale but are of a commercial
68
Koehler Ju st.
4 56 P. in.
CATRON & CATRON
"
88
C. A. the postal service is now subjected, sort and of very little artistic value
U0 15 a. mWillard
68
Chicago;
Oolfax
Barrows,
6 60 P. no.
9 43 a. m-41
77
as
committee
and Counsel
Oerrososo
the
of
the
6 16 P, m.
for,
report
Attorneys
P.
J.
A.
to
Mennett,
at the present time. From forty
Carruth, Antonito;
25 a. inLv.
Arr
6 36 p. m.
47
81
CIMARRON N. M.
Office: Catron Block
7 60 a.m.
4rr.
R. S. Herbert. Las Vegas; will show, large sums of money in over one hundred years ago the
Lv.
08 P. m.
Earickson;
7 40 a. m
60
N. M.
Lv
88
Nast
New Mexico
10 p. m.
John Redman. Denver; S. L. Milhet, all the states and territories is investwove such blankets as those Santa Fe,
7 23 a. ui.
68
89
Harlan
28 p. m.
ed in money orders payable to the
7
00
m.
a.
69
94
Ute Pur.
7 46 p.m.
Trinidad, Colo.; L. B. Blanchard,
of yours and were a very artistic peoat
M. purchaser and renewed annually
G. VOLUEY HOWARD
Spokane; Emil Albert, Chicago;
ple. The old art is entirely lost and
a
as
an
of
$3
pen$1,000
expense
per
Keh-meCharles B.
and Consellor-at-Lathe old blankets correspond to the
Attorney
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry.. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson N. Ernst, Milwaukee;
on
thrift.
alty
as
St. Louis.
lost
much
the
ones
modern
in
all Courts of Territory
Practice
very
m.
M., 6:15 p.
Encourage Thrift.
Claire.
in their fine old
Speaks Spanish
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
"The prime purpose of the meas- art of the Navajos,
does to the present
Frank Williams, Pecos; C. Brown,
'Phone 192 Black
S;55 a. m.
ure," he declared, "is to encourage bayetta blankets,
L.
A.
Mrs.
old Chimayos
Mr.
St.
These
Rooms 18 and 19, Laughlin Block
and
blankets.
meets
M.
Louis;
N.
French,
N.
M.,
at
Navajo
trains
Van
Preston,
Houten,
nmnner
for
of
thrift
the
mnsmps
iipothp
Stage
'
found in the homes of the Santa Fe,
New Mexico
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive ana depart from Des Moines as follows: Denver; N. A. Hardeman, St. Louis; pie by furnishing widely distributed, ar
Alamo-gordM.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
H.
BOUND:
Denny,
SOUTH
NORTH BOUND:
convenient and absolutely safe de- - Mexicans and Indians, where they
F. W. Benedict,
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
Chicago; positories wherein small sums may have been treasured, oftimes for 100
No. 1, 6: 03 a. m.
RENEHAN & DAVIES
B.
m.
H.
Santa
Rosa;
No.
7:05
2,
Smith, Jr.,
p.
George
No. 7, 8:12 p. in.
be placed at a low rate of interest years, in the Taos valley and along A. B. Renehan
E. P. Davles
C.
C. Hall, Trinidad; William R. Hill, with the faith and credit of the gov- - the route of local trade, north into
Track connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with
Attorneys-at-La& Kansas
the
c S., at Des Moines, E. P. & S. W. at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron
City; S. M. Fox, Santa Fe.
eminent pledged to the repayment of southern Colorado, especially in Cris-HPractice in the Supreme and Dis
e
de
town
Modern.
of
the
mountain
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Sangre
on
demand."
and
interest
principal
Courts. Mining and Land Law a
trict
H. Brucker, Jonesboro, Kan.; Mrs.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points in New Mexico: Ocate,
held that if the commercial and to spur of the Rockies. A year ago specialty. Office in Catron Block.
y
with
S. J. Jacks and Miss Jacks; Alamosa, other banks were widely distributed, last October, in company
Kayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
Uie Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo Colo.; D. L. Miller, Durango; E. P.
would not be patronized to any other collector, I rode horseback along
Lobo,
Black
Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy,
considerable extent by the class of this route, visiting the isolated
Baughn, Las Vegas.
G. W. PRICHARD
Coronado.
Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red River oity, Taos and Twining.
to whom the postal savings j lages located on the mountain streams
Attorney and Consellor-at-LaJ. L. Castillo, Socorro; J. Castillo, depository would furnish the needful and sometimes following them nearly
W. A. GUWMrYW.
SJ. van HOUTEN;
e. J. DEDWVN,?
in all the District Courts
Practice
some
to
absolute
and
Monte
to their sources in order
visit
W.
elements of convenience
E. Darrow,
Gen Pass- - Acen Algodons;
and gives special attention to cases
V Dres. and Gen Mgr
An- confidence.
had
such
no
collector
To
that
the
Matt
where
Fred
ranch
Nelson,
Colo.;
Vista,
charge
perhaps
Superintendent
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
RATON,
RATON.
derson, Denver; George W. Mather, a system might be held unconstitu- ever been. We went from house to Office:
RATON, N M.
Laughlin Blk Santa Fe. N. M.
Embudo; WTilliam C. Horr, Estancia; tional he answered that the micro- house, camping out at night where
can
been
that
made
has
not
E. Martinez v Carcia, Cubero.
scope
ever we might be.
w. g. WARD
disclose a difference in principle be"At first we had no success; we
Territorial
District Attorney
and
tween
the
order
system
money
A Safeguard to Children.
rode eighty miles before we bought
San Miguel and Mora Counties
our first blanket; then in the out For
"Our two children of six and eight the system here proposed.
New Mexico
This system, said Senator Carter, of the way places we gradually added Las Vegas,
years have been since infancy subject
to
the to our burden for they did become a
to colds and croup. About three years instead of being a menace
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
would prove a source of burden a blanket here and a blanket
ago I started to use Foley's Honey banks,
Attorneys-at-Laresults
had
Such
been
the
to
strength.
we
to
at
until
last
never
failed
managed
and Tar, and it has
there,
Practice
in the District Courts as
been
had
wherever
banks
postal
strike a village on a mail route where
prevent and cure these troubles. It is tried.
well as before the Supreme Court of
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
and
our
treasures
I
we
childhome
can
could
the only medicine
ship
get the
New-Mexicthe
The bill before the Senate provided start fresh
ren to take without a row." The
again. I had an Indian Las territory. - - - New
Douglas, and all Points in
a
be
that
Cruces.
Mexico
directed
the
by
system
woman
Green
the
blankets
C.
wash
thoroughly
above from W.
Ornstein,
Arizona, Mexico and
board of trustees to be composed of
in amole suds and they came out
Bay, Wis., duplicates the experience the
WILLIAM McKEAN
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
secretary of the treasury, the clean and fresh without a danger of
of thousands of other users of Foley's
the
Attorney-at-Laand
attorney
postmaster
Thence
general
CENTRAL to Torrance,
ancient germs. All Chimayo blankets
It cures coughs,
Honey and Tar.
general. This board is to report to are
and Land Law.
Mining
as
bronChimayos.
colds and croup, and prevents
easily distinguished
each
of
regthe
at
Taos
New Mexico
Congress
beginning
&
Yet there is a marked individuality in
Sold by all ular session.
chitis and pneumonia.
Every postoffice author- the weaver's
work
art, and finding the
druggists.
ized to issue postoffice money orders
EDWARD C. WADE
whose
and such others as the postmaster of some artisan of the long ago,
Attorney-at-LaIn
re
I
can readily tell.
SENATOR CARTER ON
may designate are to be post- art prize and
in the Supreme and Disgeneral
Practices
POSTAL SAVINGS BANKS. al
mote places, I have taken an interest
depositories.
of the Territory, in the
Courts
trict
Anv nerson more than ten vears of in tracing the history of the blanket Probate Court and before the U. S.
umwa oiaies umy r.rst u.ass rower age ig eigible to make a deposit, al- which invariably proves that any
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
,,
uo uio."a.
,u
no account of less than one weaver must have produced it. You Offices.
though
address
information
full
and
For Rates
ana
;
dollar can be onened and nn nerson have fine blankets evidently woven by Las Cruces
New Mexico
may deposit more than $100 in one three different weavers. I have seen
A.
1.
who
one
woven
The
Feb.
United
the
or
four
three
Washington,
by
calendar month, or more than $500 al
W. A. FLEMING JONES
States is the only first class power in together, not counting accumulated wove the "fine one," and the pair of
A.
Bonds and Investments
the world to deny to the people the interest. Interest is to be at the rate "design and fine weave." That art
El Paso Texas.
U.
S. Commissioner for the Third
j
privileges and the blessings enjoyed of 2 per cent a year.
ist's work is rare. In my collection Judicial District of New Mexico.
by a postal savings bank, said SenaI can almost tell by the design that
Eastern and local bank references.
tor Carter of Montana, speaking in the If
some weaver lived many years before
a
safe
would
have
certain
yet
you
New Mexico
Senate today on the bill to establish Cough Remedy in the home, try Dr. another, and the individuality Is very Las Cruces
of
He
banks.
postal savings
spoke
Snoop's at least once. It is thorough- marked."
R. W. WITTMAN
promises made in the last Republican ly unlike any other Cough preparaDraftsman
as
as
in
well
other
several
platform,
tion. Its taste will be entirely new SOLDIERS' MONUMENT
Copies furnished of records on file
party platforms; of the support given to you unless it is already your favFOR FERNANDO DE TAOS. in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office.
to the measure by Former President
orite Cough Remedy. No opium,
New "Mexico
Santa Fe,
Roosevelt and by President Taft and
chloroform, or any other stupefying To Commemorate
Battle of Pueblo
also by a number of postmaster geningredients are used. The tender leaves
Church and Cieneguilla as
with
feverishness
erals of the last forty years.
Threatening
g
moun
of a harmless,
Well as Kit Carson.
children is quickly and safely calmed
Answering numerous objections to tainous
shrub, give to Dr. Shoop's
postal savings banks, Senator Carter Cough Remedy its wonderful curative
Through the efforts of Captain by Preventics. These little Candy
said that they would hot be a menace
H. Simpson of Taos, the war Cold Cure Tablets should always be
Smith
It is truly a most certain
at hand for promptness is
to the present banking system of the properties.
Sold department will erect a granite bould
and trustworthy prescription.
Preventics contain no quicountry, that the present system of
Taos
in
er
with
at
tablet
bronze
s
Co.
by Stripling-Burrowharsh or sickening.
nine,
nothing
banks, even if they were sufficiently
memory of Kit Carson and the federal
numerous, could not reach the people
Ciene- They are indeed "the stitch in time."
ambushed
who
were
at
soldiers
Carried in pocket, or purse. Prevenin the rural and sparsely settled dis- JUDGE WILLIAM H. MANN
INAUGURATED GOVERNOR. guilla in 1854 by Apaches and also the tics are a genuine safeguard against
tricts whom the postal banks are debattle at the Pueblo church of Taos in
Colds. 25c. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
signed to benefit. The postal deposi1847. Says the Taos Valley News:
Wil1.
Co.
Feb.
would
Richmond, Va.,
tories,, he declared
Judge
encourage
"In 1847 was the battle at the Pu
thrift, would bring into circulation liam H. Mann, who was elected gov eblo church, . after the assassination
much money now kept in hiding and ernor of Virginia last November, and
of Governor Bent, when Colonel Price TIME TABLE ALL
would impel foreigners, who now send the others chosen to the several state
was
victorious, after a loss of a numLOCAL TRAINS
much of their savings home for de- offices at that time were inaugurated
of his men, the bodies of whom
ber
posit in savings banks in their own today. The installation of the new are buried in the cemetery. In a fu
Leave Santa Fe at 9 a .m. to concountries, to place it in the care of governor was attended by the pagean ture article of the
News, this event
this government.
try an pomp which are usually made will be enlarged upon. The ambush nect with No. 10 from the south and
west, also No. 3 from the east, reIn referring to countries that have a part of the ceremonies on the oc- of 1854
took place near Cieneguilla,
arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m.
such a system, the speaker said that casion of the administration of the
turning
when a company of American troops,
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to con"it is operated in countries of limited formal oath of office to the first mag- comprising 53 men, led 'by Lieutenant
west-bounalso takes
extent and those of broad territorial istrate of the commonwealth.
Judge Davis, and on the way to Jicarilla, nect with No. 1
d
2
No.
for
success
passwith
passengers
expansion
Mann was accompanied to the capitol now Old
equal facility,
Baldy, was attacked in the ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
and satisfaction."
A.
Claude
the
Swanson,
retiring narrow pass and 23 were killed,
by
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
Answering the objection that the governor.
while many more were severly wound l's connection
For Information regard ng rates
only.
ed. The massacre was by the Apaches
Leave Santa Fe at 7:2Q p. m. to contrain service etc. call or write.
with old Chief Canach in command. nect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounThe bodies' of the dead soldiers were
Return&
F.
P.
A.
and Nos. 4 and 8
T.
brought ia on burros and buried,
P, H. McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA,
at Santa Fe 11:10 p. m.
arrive
ing
in a trench in the Taos cemeISANTA FE. N. M.
tery. The scene of encounter was on
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
the old Santa Fe trail, and the point
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
is now marked by a huge mounument a. m.
of stones which have been thrown on
Train arrives from the north at 4
the pile by persons passing this his- p. m.
Notice for Publication.
toric spot, until now, it will ever reHACK LIKE Pecos Forest Reserve, Not Coal Land
Some of the sweetest hours of home-lif- e
main to mark the scene of this tragare
New Mexico Central.
(Serial 06732.)
under the gentle, kindly light of the evepassed
leaves Santa Fe at 1:45.
edy.
Train
the
of
.
Interior,
Prom
Department
the
"Aside from ' commemorating
ning lamp.
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 5:25.
S. Land Office.
U.
'BARRANCA TO TAOS1
death of these buried soldiers, this
If it be the Rayo Lamp, the light contributes
Sania Fe, N. M., Jan. 4, 1910.
monument will put an end to the atan
Hoarse Coughs, Stuffy Colds,
added
charm
makes
and
o
sewing easy.
reading
Meets Both North tSouth Notice is hereby given that Lucre-ciThere are no aching eyes after reading or sewtempts to remove Kit Carson's body, pain in chest and sore lungs, are
Roibal of Pecos, N. M., who, on
Bounds Trains.
as the soldier's monument is dedicat- symptoms that quickly develop into a
ing under the rays of the Rayo Lamp.
January 3, 1905, made homestead ened to him as well as to those brave dangerous illness if the cold is not
ol
arrival
on
the
northThe
diffuses
No.
white
for
8202,
a
Barranca
Rayo Lamp
Leaves
try (serial 06732)
steady
light
at
is
It the least trying of any artificial light. Made men, the nation's soldiers, who now cured. (Foley's Honey and Tar stops
west quarter, section 18, township 17
the north bound train and arrives
lie buried there."
the cough, heals and eases the conof
Meridibrass throughout nickel plated improved
M.
N.
12
P.
m.
7
east,
north, range
p.
Taos at
other
central draught burner.
gested parts, and brings quick relief.
an, has filed notice of intention to
Ten miles shorter than any
Raw
Sore
and
Sold by. all druggists.
Lungs
Lungs.
estabto
five
and
final
make
good
hack
d
is
The
covered
a
proof,
year
Rayo
way. Good
lamp, but you cannot
Most people know the feeling, and
lish claim to the land above deget a better lamp at any price.
teams.
The New Mexican can ao printing
the miserable state of ill health it inscribed, before Register or Receivco
Once
P
a
one
All
to that done In any of the large
dicates.
Rayo
should
know
user,
that
always
N.
U.
people
S.
at
Santa
equal
land office,
Tiling'
Fe,
er,
If Not at Yours, Write fof
Every Dealer Everywhere.
and Tar, the greatest cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
Honey
Foley's
M., on the 24th day of February, 1910.
Descriptive Circular to the Nearest Agency of the
throat and lune remedy, will quickly work we turn out. Try our stock once
Claimant names as witnesses:
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
cure the soreness and cough and re- and you will certainly come again. 7'e
Dionlcio
Sandoval,
'
Miguel Lamy,
(Incorporated)
a normal condition. Ask for have all the facilities for turning out
store
Atanacio Gallegos, Pedro Roibal, all
Honey and Tar. Sold by all every class of work. Including one of
Foley's
N.
on
earth
of
M.,
try
want
Pecos,
If you
anything
the best binderies In the west
MANUEL R. OTERO,
druggists.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
safe-guard-

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
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M.

AND
W. F. Mann presents "Tempest and
Sunshine" a dramatization of Mary J.j
Holmes' novel, to be seen at the Elks'
theater tomorrow night. Lent B.
Parker, who dramatized this famous
book has succeeded in constructing
the storngest play which has been offered at popular prices for some time

the play.

FOR RENT OR SALE
J. B. Sloan.

The former a capricious

daughter, the latter winThe
some, loving and magnetic.
trials and triumphs of these two girls
are carried through the play, but at
the end of all, love survives and all are
"happy ever afterwards."
self-wille- d

WESTON STARTS ON
HISTORY OF PUEBLO
ANOTHER LONG
INDIAN LANDS.

FOR SALE Furniture at 120
street. Call any time Wednesday.

He Will Attempt

itchen, sink, use of bath. Mrs.
Miller, Garfield Ave.

Will YOU Accept This Instant Relief FREE?
Knougli for several days' treatment.
Knuui;li to prove to ym conclusively
that it is the most marvelous remedy for

CkND

us your uaiue on a postal.
We w'.ll ru.vl you a sample of
komlon s Catarrual Jolly
.

and 50c
Sanitary
Tubes, or
Sample

25c

FREE

The blessed relief that even the free
sample will bring you will encourage
you to continue its use until a complete
cure is effec ted.
You cannot afford to neglect nasal
It
catarrh even in its earliest stages.
will not g;'t better of iisi if. Neglect of
cold in the head opens the way for the
attack of the catarrh gci rns.
Over in. OOO.tHH) packages of this wonderful remedy have been sold in 1" vears.
'Midi sands have testified to its merits in
unsolicited letters. Read this:

latarrli, the pleasautest, safest, most
soothing and healing method for the
treatment of this foul disease.
Kondon's Catarrhal Jelly is applied
directly on the raw surfaces.
Reduces the thickened membranes,
stops abnormal discharges, clears the
nasal passages for easv. natural breath
ing, and permits the air to pass through
the Iuuks over healthy surfaces.
That is the logical way to cure ca
tarrh Dr. Kondon sv.av.
You u iuhl not aniiiv ; alt water ly--

At All DruggistsJ

JAUNT.

MfonM

)

wound

to Walk From Los

Seattle, Wash,
fientlemen: I have had a bad coll and
catarrh in the head for months. 1 have

nor spray it with a iolentmedi-

-

Ask Youf Physician or Druggist

Angeles, to New York in One
Hundred Days.
Indians, with the result that where
i and irritate
been to a good doctor and had it treated,
cine which would burn
Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 1. With a
the raw places;
but did not Ket much relief, so heard of
this erroneous policy has been fol- message of greeting from the mayor
For the same reason you should stop
your Catarrhal Jelly and have lined it
lowed by the U. S. government the of Los Angeles to the mayor of New
the use of sprays, snuifs, douches and
four days, and feel tine in the head.
of
this
The delicate
J'lease send me a free sample of I'ilease.
e
atomizers for catarrh.
development and expansion
veteran
walker, this afinis
the
nasal passages
raw,
B. O. STEWART.
lining of
country has been dwarfed and retard- ternoon starts from this city on a walk
caflamed
sore
from
the
of
action
the
ed, which had previously been so care- across the continent to New York, to
tarrh germs.
Remember, that Kondon's Catarrhal
Kondon's Catarrhal Jelly is soothing,
fully planned and modified by Spain, be a walk of 4,500 miles. He expects
Jelly is sold by over ftYIHKJ druggists in
the United States but if yours does not
heaiing. pleasant and cooling. Apply it
and later followed and carried out by to
miles a day, but
average forty-fiv- e
once and you will have instant relief.
have it, send to us for Uac or oUc tube
its successors, the Mexican govern- this is a conservative estimate
Continued use, three times a day, will
for
(stamps or coin), and we will mail at
wherever
result
that
the
with
a
effect permanent, safe and speedy euro
ment;
once, postpaid. The otic size contains
e
for in his previous
him,
of
was
Catarrh, Catarrhal Deafness. Hay
three limes as much as the 25o size.
continued,
this policy of Spain
tours he has averaged over fifty miles
Kever, Asthma, Cold in the Head. CaI'.very package is sold under our absothe Indians as citizens intermarried a
tarrh of the Stomach, or any complicalute guarantee of satisfaction or money
on some days has accompand
day,
with the conquering race, and a gention resulting from chronic nasal catarrh.
refunded.
Send for free sample today.
lished over ninety miles.
eral expansion was the result, and toIn order to make his tour literally
day they stand merged into the Mexican nation, where the highest offices a walk from ocean to ocean, Weston
of the government now, as in the past, proceeds today to Santa Monica, a
FREE
FREE
are occupied by the said Indians, or coast suburb of Los Angeles, and will
at druggist s;2fcouiiiiHr:fMtfr,l at druggist's
at druggist's jCjCiwi.iiiApitoFtn!r
l8SPutaRw401
wonder
and
make
actual
to
that
the
their descendants
point the
starting
l&W,StoaKf J or write us H9&fc"45f J or write ns
or write us
admiration of the world.
place of his transcontinental trip.
Over
he
of
his journey
a large part
While the sites of these ancient
posts, pueblos, or Indian villages, fos- will follow the tracks of the Atchitered by the missions under the direc- son, Topeka and Santa Fe railroad.
tion of the old regime have expand- Arriving at Chicago, he will proceed
EVERY CONSUMPTIVE MUST
SILVER ANNIVERSARY OF
ed into prosperous cities, from which thence to New York over the route ELEVEN HUNDRED MILE
HIGHWAY FOR WASHINGTON.
REGISTER IN TEXAS.
were developed the agricultural and with which he has become thoroughly
ADIRONDACK SANITARIUM
mining industries, which made Mex- familiar on his previous, tours.
icothe Californias and Texas, the, Weston's splendid physical con- Northwestern State Will Spend Al- New Law Goes Into Effect Today and Saranac Lake, X. Y., Feb. 1. Thp
most a Million Dollars a Year
State Board of Health Will
Adirondack
dition leaves little doubt in the minds
Cottage
garden spots of the world.
Sanitarium,
Enforce It.
For Good Roads.
founded in 1S85 by Dr. Edward L,
In this connection it should not be of his friends that he will make an
of even greater
Trudeau and which was the first in
overlooked that the aborigines
triumph of this Journey
Austin, Texas, Feb. 1. Every case stitution in the world for open air
Mexico were mostly people of a high than he did of his transcontinental
Spokane, Wash., Feb. 1. Eleven
treatment of tuberculosis, held a cele
type of civilization at the period of trip last year, when in the face of hundred miles is the length of a stat of tuberculosis in Texas must be regtheir conquest by Spain, and are not many obstacles he succeeding in walk- trunk highway planned for Washing- istered with the health authorities, ac- bration today in honor of its twentyto be classified with the predatory ing from New York to San Francisco ton by Governor M. E. Hay, who is cording to the provisions of the new fifth anniversary. Among those who
and nomadic tribes of Indians, who 104 days.
visiting in Spokane. The road is de- state sanitary code which goes into took part in the celebration were
effect today. The reports on tubercu- twenty-fiv- e
inhabited the thirteen original states,
former patients of the sanFollowing his usual custom, which signed to serve 75 per cent of the pop- losis are to be
under
the
for
privately kept and are itarium who were cured of
were
provided
and who
ho has rigidly observed from his early ulation of the state, now near the
be considered in the light of a conprovisions of our constitution, and, eyars, the veteran pedestrian will not 1,250,000 mark, and will touch 11 to
fidential
the
communication, not for the
juris-within
them
which brought
walk on Sundays. Adhering to his cities, taking in Bellingham, Everett,;
of isolation, but with the obpurpose
diction of the federal government.
Chehalis
Seattle,
Tacoma,
Centralia,
You economize greatly when using
prescribed limit of 100 'walking days,
Certainly, our constitution never therefore, he will arrive at the City Vancouver, Walla Walla, Spokane, ject of education in sanitary precau- Dr. Shoop's new coffee substitute
contemplated treating as Indians citi- Hall in New York on the afternoon Wrenatehee and Ellensburg, continu-- , tions and to supply literature of the known to first class grocers everystate board of health. A number of
j
zens of Spain and Mexico, whose
to Seattle.
where as Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee.
of May. 20, but he has secret ambitions ing thence
Governor Hay announced that a new regulations in regard to the quar- A 2uc 1 2
citizenship we guaranteed under in- of
gives 100
pound
of time.
ahead
arriving
slightly
ternational treaty.
tax of one mill has been levied, and antine of contagious (diseases and cups of a wonderfullypackage
Weston will be seventy-twsatisfying table
years it is estimated that this will
the sanitary requirements of hotels
bring in
drink.
Pure
toasted
grains malt,
old next month. He has been a recogcars
are
also contained
at least 850,000 a year for use in im- and sleeping
nuts, etc., give to Health Coffee a
TEN MILLION APPLE
nized factor in pedestrianism since
in
new
the
which
has
absothe
code,
proving roads. He also said he is not
wholesome, and satisfying taste and
TREES IN YAKIMA VALLEY.: 1861, in which year he walked from in
favor of large state appropriations, lute force of law.
flavor. And there is not a grain of
Boston to Washington to witness the for the
improvement of roads where
real coffee in it. Besides, Health
NEW
HEAD
New Mexico Should Seek to Outriva inauguration of President Lincoln. the money is
OF
BRAZOS
Coffee is "made in a minute." Xo 20
expended in small,
Six years later he aroused deep inter- amounts in various
VALLEY LINE. to 30 minutes tedious
Washington in Orchards and
places. He said
boiling. Sold
Nurseries.
est throughout the country by walk- that while the
1.
RobJ. W.
Houston, Tex., Feb.
legislature of Washing-- 1
Andrews.
Frank
by
ing from Portland, Me., to Chicago ton appropriated $640,000 for good ins, until recently
and
Spokane, Wash., Feb. 1. Ten mil- in thirty days and in 1907, at the age roads in 1909, the money was spent general superintendent of the Chi- SOUTH CAROLINA LIVESTOCK
lion youns apple trees will be grow- of seventy, he accomplished the same in districts where the state roads do cago, Rock Island and Gulf railroad
ASSOCIATION IS IN SESSION.
not join, adding:
today succeeded Col. R. H. Baker as
ing the Yakima valley, west of Spo- task in even less time.
One of Weston's most remarkable
"I do not favor carrying on the president of the Trinity and Brazos
kane, the coming season, according
Columbia, S. C, Feb. 1. A good atto A. W. McDonald, president of the feats was in 1879, when he covered the work in this manner, but I believe a Valley railroad. Mr. Robins is a vet- tendance was on hand this
at
Nursery Company of distance of 550 miles in six days. On definite route should be selected and eran railroad man of thirty years' ex- the opening of a two days' morning
Washington
convention
Toppenish, Wash. He predicts that his transcontinental rtip last year he a road built which will best accom-- ( perience. He began his career as a of the South Carolina Live Stock Aswithin a few years Washington will left New York on March 15 and arriv- modate the largest percentage of our clerk in the Santa Fe offices and was sociation. The principal
speakers at
j
people, and that every effort be used: a division superintendent of that road the
lead the world in the nursery busi- ed in San Francisco July 15.
session when President
opening
Comwhen
a
in
continuous betterment of the
he became
of the
ness. The Washington Nursery
Thomas Taylor of the association,
In sickness, if a certain hidden nerve routed highway. The plan I have
Rock Island.
pany will, within a few days, start beProf. J. X. Harper of Clemson Colthe
then
this
goes
that
wrong,
organ
lined
to
meet with the
appears
tween 60 and 70 men at work grafting
lege, and R, P. Wrelch of the United
nerve
also
controls will
surely fail. al of all to whom it has been preWhen You Need
trees. The "work will continue 50
States department of agriculture.
It
or
be
Stomach
a
it
nerve,
may
may
sented."
days, during which time they expect
Foley's Orino Laxative. When you
Governor Hay is a good roads en- have that dull, heavy, feverish feel- SPECIAL ELECTION IN SIXTH
to graft 5,000,000 trees. Mr. McDon- have given strength and support to
the Heart or Kidneys. It was Dr.
thusiast, saying that anything which ing, accompanied
ald was one of the nurserymen inby constipation.
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT.
Shciop that first pointed to this vital benefits the farmers
horstate
new
and
fluential in having the
When you have headache,
indigesDr. Shoop's Restorative was
truth.
Mo., Feb. 1. A special elecButler,
who are really the backbone of tion, biliousness, pain in stomach and
ticultural law amended to provide for hot made to dose the Stomach nor to
tion is in progress in the Sixth Conthe
will
of
thousands
attract
country,
bowels, then you need Foley's Orino
inspection of nursery stock by the temporarily stimulate the Heart or
others to the state, also encouraging Laxative. It moves the bowels freely gressional district today to fill the vastate before it is snipped from the
That
method fiie
Kidneys.
county good Toads association to and gently, and thoroughly clears the cancy caused by the death of Connursery. He believes it has saved is all wrong. Dr. Shoop's Restorative
As
greater efforts. He does not believe intestinal tract. It does not gripe or gressman David A. DeArmond.
to
much expense and annoyance
the district is overwhelmingly Demogoes directly to these failing inside there is such a
as
too
thing
having
nauseate and cures constipation. Sold cratic the election of C. C. Dickinson
nurserymen and growers. He said: nerves. The remarkable success of
"The conditions surrounding the in- this prescription demonstrates the many good roads expressing the opin- by all druggists.
the Democratic nominee, is regarded
ion that
dollar expended in this
spection of trees have been the most wisdom of treating the actual cause work willevery
as assured. The Republican candidate
return
a
hundred fold.
NEW YORK STATE
satisfactory this year that they have of these failing organs. And it is inis Philip S. E. Griffith.
since I have been in the state. It has deed easy to prove. A simple five or
GRANGE IS IN SESSION.
TOURNAMENT
FOR
done away in a large measure with the ten days test will surely tell. Try it
More people are taking Foley's
WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP.
loss from exposure which resulted once, and see! Sold by Stripling-Burrow1. With
X.
Feb.
Wratertown,
Y.,
111.,
1.
In
Feb.
Kidney
Remedy every year. It is conOrchestra
Chicago,
heretofore when shipments of nurCo.
over 500 delegates in attendance the sidered the most effective remedy for
Hall
Calvin
Demarest
and
tonight
sery stock had to be examined by loHarry P. Cline are to begin a tourna- Xew York State Grange assembled in all kidney and bladder troubles that
cal inspectors at the station at which DR. SANFORD INSTALLED
for the world's
ment
at convention here today for a four days' medical science can devise. Foley's
PRESIDENT OF CLARK. 18.1 balkline billiards.championship
they were received. Now the state
President J. G. Schurman Kidney Remedy corrects irregulariDemarest is session.
sends an inspector to the nursery,
of Cornell University is announced to ties, builds up the system and restores
the
holder
of
and
the
present
title,
where the trees are examined before New Executive of College at Wor
lost vitality. Sold by all druggists.
emblem, which he won in a contest deliver the principal address.
cester Is a Native of Oakland,
they are shipped." Mr. McDonald is '
with
Sutton
last
fall.
The
George
a strong supporter of the national apCalifornia.
tournament Is to continue three
ple show and believes it should be
Worcester, Mass., Feb. 1. Clark
Both men have1 been practicCOUGHS, COLDS AND BRONCHITIS
continued.
college today installed Dr. Edmund nights.
ing diligently for the match for seviC. Sanford as president of that
The ceremonies, which took eral weeks, and both appear to be in
in
the gymnasium this forenoon, excellent form.
place
were witnessed by a large number of
the most prominent educators of the PINCHOT'S SUCCESSOR
1
I M
TAKES OFFICE.
"My father has been a sufferer from sick country. This afternoon there were a
e
headache for the last twenty-fivWashington, D. C, Feb. 1. Henry
years and luncheon and
in honor of
never found any relief until be began the visitors. reception
S. Graves today took office as United
taking your Cascarets.' Since he has
The new president is fifty years old States forester, succeeding Gifford
begun taking Cascarets he has never had
the headache. They have entirely cured and a native of Oakland, Cal. In his Pinchot, who was recently removed
him. Cascarets do what you recommend early career he was a teacher in Hono- by President Taft. The new chief forthem to do. I will give you the privilege lulu and later an instructor at Johns ester served as assistant to Mr. Pinof using his name." E. M. Dickson, Hopkins University. For the last chot for several years. He ia reBecause it removes the cause. We have not known a case wherein
ii20 Resiner St., W. Indianapolis, Ind. twenty years he has been a member garded as one of the foremost. Ameri
it
did not succeed. But if it should not in vour case, we will return
of the faculty of Clark college, occu- can experts in forestry. He took
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
aj I
Do Good. Never Sicken 4 Weaken or Grip.
course
your
pying
In
during
money. This is a genuine offer and should be accepted.
the most of that time forestry
, 10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The gea--I
Germany and since
Guaranteed to
the chair of experimental and
1900 has been one of the directors of
nine tablet stamped CCC.
925
Burrows & Co.,
cure or your money back.
Fe.
'
psychology.
the Yale Forest school.
long-distanc-

long-distanc-

Kondon Mfg. Co.,

Minneapolis, Minn.
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Four rurnished rooms
housekeeping. Hot and cold water,

FOR RENT
for

--

(Continued From Page Three.)

type-write-

modern
RENT Six room
FOR
brick house. O. C. Watson Co.

An entire change of pictures tonight. The program as follows: "A
Bachelor's Love Affair," "Foiled," and
"Up San Juan Hill." These are very
good pictures and "will only be run
tonight, as the big show, "Tempest
and Sunshine," will hold the boards
tomorrow night, and Xorth Bros.
Stock Company will be here Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights.
They will give a matinee Saturday
afternoon for the children. On Sunday night, Feb. Cth, there will be an
entire change of pictures. New billboards announce coming attractions.
A large board has been erected across
the street from Closson's liverv stable.

and one which will prove doubly fascinating to the public.
"Tempest and Sunshine" grows with
interest at each succeeding act and
the climax at the end is nothing short
of a triumph in modern stage craft.
W. F. Mann has spared no effort or
expense to make this production a
feast for the eye. The settings could
scarcely be more beautiful. The play
is sincere and true, the scenes being
laid down in "Dixie Land," and present a picture of the languorous, romantic life of the south before the
war. The principal characters, Julia
and Fann Middleton, "Tempest and
Sunshine," afford the chief interest in

A good

stripling

Druggists, Santa

SPECIAL
SALE.

NOTICE OF

Territory

M.

C.

MASTER'S

No. 634.
of New Mexico.

County of Santa Fe.
In the District Court.
Thomas K. D. Maddison, Plaintiff,
vs.
The Consolidated Minins & Smelting
Company, et al.. Defendants.
Xotice is hereby given that the un

dersigned, heretofore appointed Special Master, under and by virtue of
the decree of foreclosure rendered in
the District Court of the First Judicial District of the Territory of New
Mexico, within and for the County of
Santa Fe. entered on the Tth day of
January, A. D. 1909. in that cause
wherein Thomas K. D. Maddison is
plaintiff and The Consolidated Mining
&
Smelting Company, et al., are defendants, will, on Saturday, the 12th
day of March, 1910, at the hour of
2 o'clock p. m., at the front door of
the court house, in the City of Santa
Fe, Santa Fe County, Xew Mexico,
sell at public auction to the highest
and best bidder for cash, in accordance with the said decree, the following described property,
All that mining and smelting property located at Los Cerrillos, Santa
Fe County, Xew Mexico, constituting
a smelter, and also the following
located in
mines or mining claims
said Cerrillos Mining District, in said
The Tom
County and Territory:
Payne Mining Claim, The Golden
Eagle Mining Claim, The Sukie Mining Claim, The Sukie, Jr. Mining
Claim, The Albany Mining Claim, and
The Santiago Mining Claim, together
with all improvements thereon; alsa
acres of land, more or less,
thirty-fiv- e
in the southeast quarter of Section IS.
Township 14 Xorth, Range 8 East
Also two dwelling houses, one office and assay building, safe, desks,
chairs, stoves, scales and assayer's
implements; one bin house with
one elevator, one mocrusher,
one roller,
tor, 15 horse-poweone crushes,
one screen, 3 feet
by 10; two sampling machines; one
chain elevator; one engine, 30 horsepower; two boilers, CO horse-poweone feed pump; one heater with enone blower; one
gine, 75 horse-poweone
force
pump;
shovels,
dynamo;
picks, steel bars, tools, electric suplead furnace; one
plies; one 100-ton
copper-furnacslag pots, settling pots, bullion moulds, wheelbarrows; steam, water and air pipe; slag
elevator building; one motor, 15
Lorse-poweblacksmith's shop and
matte houso.-- , blacksmith tools, aDvil,
bellows, crusher; motor, 15 horsepower; reverbatory furnace buil fling;
reverbatory furnace, 72 by 20; lime
iron
kiln; dust flume with
stock; one railroad scales, one wagon
scale, and three platform scales; one
stone water tank and cooler; two
iron water tanks; water pipe connecting with town water works; also pipe
line connecting with spring on Wil-liso- n
mile tn
property about one-halength; one frame barn; also various
mining machinery and improvements
located on above named mining claims
and the property of said The Consolidated Mining & Smelting Company.
It being intended to sell all of the
to-wi- t:

14-3-

14-2-

r;

10-1-

r;

r;

n

30-to-

r;

90-fo-

lf

property belonging to the defendant.
The Consolidated Mining & Smelting
Company, of whatever kind or character, save and except such property as
was by the decree of foreclosure rendered in the above cause found by the
Court and decreed to belong to the
Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque,
Now Mexico, and reference to said decree Is hereby made for a description
of said property belonging
to said

tank.

Said property will be sold at the
time and place aforesaid, for the purpose of satisfying the said plaintiff
and the owners or holders of the
bonds and coupons of said defendant,
The Consolidated Mining & Smelting
Company, outstanding, amounting to
th.- - sum of two hundred and sixty-sithousand dollars ($266,000),
and
which said sum, together with interest thereon at the rate of six per cent
per annum from the date of said decree until paid, was decreed to be a
first lien upon the property hereinbefore described, together with the
costs herein to be taxed, and other
allowances, expenses and disbursements as may hereafter be fixed by
the Court; and the undersigned Special Master, for the purpose of satisfying said decree, and by virtue of the
authority vested in him. will, at the
time and place In this Notice specified, offer for sale and sell at public
auction to the highest bidder for cash,
in accordance with the terms of said
decree, the said real and personal
property.
x
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Special Master.
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Extra

Hall coffee,
75c
lbs
White House coffee, 2
75c
lbs
Dates, new and fresh, 2

Barringtou
2

.

25c

lbs

One pound new Seeded
10c
Raisins
One pound Cleaned Cur-

10c
rants
Best Patent Flour, sk...$1.65
Fresh Coan Meal, 24 lbs.. 65c
Potatoes, cwt. $1.45, 14
25c

lbs

Sweet Potatoes

5c. lb.
Good

Tomatoes,
25c

No. 3's, 2 for

Sweet Corn, per can . .10c
15 to 35c
Canned Fruits,
Salmon
10, 15, 20, 25c
Columbian Milk, 3 for
1.00
25c, thirteen for
Green Chile. 3 for 25c,
$1.00
thirteen for
1909 Walnuts, per lb. . ..20c
Ripe Olives, pt. can . ..20c
Turnips, beets, carrots,
4c
per lb

PtaNoJ.

.

ly technical, and due to a mistake in MOUNTAINAIR MINING COMPANY big, husky young fellows who can
bookeeping.
drive a nail with their bare fists, and
H. Spiegelberg Better Word
has
live as close to nature as is proper
From Page One.)
(Continued
t
been received here that H. Spiegel(CcTitinued From Hage "Two.)
for their health officers who can look
berg, the well known curio dealer, is statutes, in accordance with which one of these foolish, flirts in the face
.
See prices, Andrews' Ad.
rapidly improving in Las Vegas and it is held that a proviso or exception without batting an eye, and shame her
WANTED One horse, two seated expects soon to start for New York. usually relates only to the paragraph into running home, where she belongs,
or extension top carriage. There he will take special treatment or. matter immediately preceding it,
surry
"Now, I'm not knocking the mar-a-s
Must bo in good condition. Address for stomach trouble with which he has
you will see by reference to 26 A. riage game, I'd like to see them all
suffered severely for some time.
X. Y. C, New Mexican
& E. Encyc. of Law, 578 et seq.
happily married, for when you find
Candlemas
Tomorrow
Pedro Zamora Released Pedro
Tomorrow
suits against individual men whose minds are centered on
Separate
who has been serving time at is Candlemas, Ground Hog and New tax payers must, therefore, be con- - families at home, you have the
d
1
like any other civil suits ing of a good policeman."
Albuquerque for an assault upon Fran-- Mexico Day, a combination which is
Cisco Arniijo, has been released, j
hard to beat. The churches will ob against individuals, and the same
Ceath at Insane Asylum Estanls-- j serve the first, the public school the rules as to costs are what shall be
lao Lopez, a patient at the territorial second and the weatherwise the third, done with them, should apply, as in
insane asylum at Las Vegas from: for should the ground hog see his all other cases, except those based
Guadalupe county, died on Saturday.! shadow tomorrow it will be winter for upon the delinquent
tax lists. It
MONEY AND METALS.
would be the duty of the clerk to
Being Drunk Meant Death W. J. j six weeks more.
New York, Feb. 1. Call money 2
Ad on Page Five Attention is call- collect and account for costs in such
Mexican
prime paper 4
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other
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Last Ball of the
GRAIN. PORK. LARD AND RIBS.
electric service in TRADE TREATY BETWEEN
ing night and
CANADA AND FRANCE.
man's Board of Trade dance on Thurs- this city from day
1 on. Further
March
Chicago, 111., Feb. 1. Wheat Feb.
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113
May 113
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in
the
debates
long
Feb.
Pork
new
of
the
scheme.
none;
May $21.75.
ages
M. Martina of St. Mary's hosLard Feb. none; May $12.02
Five Have Remarkable Escape at ment, the trade treaty agreed upon
pital at Roswell, died of cerebral ty- Roswell Drew E. Pruitt, Mrs. Pruitt, last year by the Dominion of Canada 12.05.
phoid contracted while nursing a ty- Major and Mrs. D. C. Pearson and and France was put into operation toRibs Feb. none; May $11.75.
phoid fever case. She was 30 years twelve months old
WOOL MARKET.
were thrown day. The treaty provides for combaby,
of age.
mercial reciprocity between the two
Feb. 1. Wool unchangSt.
Louis,
a
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at
Roswell
ditch
irrigation
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ed;
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The
Degrees
Yesterday
Enaineer's Head Crushed Rock
mercury climbed to 49 degrees yes are to enjoy the same privileges when Market strong. Native steer's $4.75
Island Engineer George C. Burke terday about 4 p. m. The
7; southern steers $4.255.75; south
minimum exported to Canada.
while leaning out of his cab at Duran, was at 7:30 a. m. when it dropped to
ern cows $2.754.50; native cows and
struck his head against a projection. 22 degrees. The relative average WANTS NO MASHERS
heifers $ 2.60 5.75; stockers and feed
His head was crushed but he is still humidity for the day was 38 per cent.
bulls $3.454.90;
ON POLICE FORCE. ers $3.255.40;
western steers
living at the hospital at Alamogordo.
calves $3.758.50;
The temperature at 6 o'clock this
Marble Tablet for Dr. Tight. A morning was 26 degrees. A year ago
cows
western
$3
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$4.50
4.75;
1.
more
No
Denver, Colo., Feb.
marble tablet is to be erected to the today the maximum temperature was mashers on the
10,000. Market 5
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Receipts
force.
says
police
memory of the late Dr. W. G. Tight 45 degrees and the minimum 20, with Chief Armstrong.
to 10 higher. Bulk sales $8.158.40;
s
at the entrance to the assembly hall 100 per cent of sunshine. The
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iof the University of New Mexico at
a clear and pleasant one.
who have been on six months' pro- ers $8.208.45; light $88.35; pigs
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Seeks Warmer Clime After spend- bation in the department are not to $77.90;
was president for seven years.
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make
any
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fed
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stockers
New York.
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Commissioners Meet The board of chills and fevers. The advice seemed stop to the masher nuisance with six
calves $7.00
heifers $2.105.60;
flirts on my staff set- 9.25.
county commissioners met this after- good.
noon. Chairman I. Sparks presided j Cyclists Complain A few days ago ting a bad example to these
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mak-sidere-

always the first to let you know it

Grapefruit, new crop, 10c
$1.10
each, per doz
Oranges, per doz. ..25 to 55c
Fine celery. 2 bunches ..15c

1, 1910.

2a-mnr- -i

Are coming dow i and we are

35c
Bananas, per doz
Fresh Kansas eggs, dz.37
Fresh Estancia eggs, dz..40c
50c
Freeh City eggs, doz
Butter, Merritt's Best,
75c
per lb. 40c, 2 lbs
good
Butter, Creamery,
35c
per lb
Lemons, new crop, per dz.25c
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CASH
GROCERY AND BAKERY
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5c. lb.

Cabbage and Parsnips,
per lb
Nine bars Teepe Soap
Seven bars Pearl White
Soap
Six bars Pearl White
Soap
14
Hardwater Castile
Soap
Three Dutch Cleaners .
Nos. 1 and 2 Lamp Chimneys for

F. ANDREWS

flume

4c
25c
25c
25c
25c

.25c
15c
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EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coa

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

HICKOX STREET, NEAR
MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

YRDON

NEW

Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100

T0MAS P. DELXHDO Mgr.
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"Friend-Making-

We want to clean up this entire stock of
winter goods; we'd a good deal rather give
you the benefit of our extremely low prices
now than to carry these goods through until
next fall; we're willing to allow you something on the price a good generous slice of
it to pay you for doing the carrying over.

"

SALE

We're selling Hart S chaff ner & Marx fine
suits and overcoats in this sale; if you're
familiar with what that name stands for, we
need'nt say any more except to quote prices.
lfyouVe not familiar by experience, now's
a good time for you to learn the value of

Aa

,NE thing we like about
clearance sale like ours.
if we don't make a lot
of profit, selling clothes at less

good clothes.

SUITS & OVERCOATS

than they're worth, we certainly do make a lot of friends.
Every time we get a man into
one of our

from
from
from

HART SCHAFFIER & MARX

suits and overcoats, we know
we've made him a solid friend
of our store, and of our merchandise. And we know that
friends are worth a good deal
more to a business than a few
dollars of immediate profit.

$22.50 to $17.50
$30.00

to

$25.00

$25.00 to $20.00

Lots of good bargains to be had in our

'MmW

l

1

Nr4'

other department: we're clearing stock in
shirts, ia neckwear, in fancy waistcoats;
hosiery, hats, Whatever you need to wear
is here, and just now is a good time to save
money on it.
This store is the home of
HART SCHAFFNER &
MARX clothes.

Copjrrigh!i909 fcy Hart Schaffncr & Marx

t

NATHAN

A LA ON

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

